Sociological AbstractsProceedings of the International Conference on the the New Iraq, March 22nd, 2005, YTU Auditorium, Yildiz CampusHuman Development ReportBrill’s New PaulyEncyclopedia of African-American Culture and HistoryThe Role of Local Councils in Empowerment and Poverty Reduction in EgyptContributions to Islamic KnowledgeMarginality and Exclusion in EgyptSiyağ At-tamkinExperience and TraditionThe Rhetoric of Cultural Encounter in Arab American AutobiographyIsrael, Egypt, and the PalestiniansDissertation Abstracts InternationalCounter-revolution in Egypt’s CountrysideIndex to Theses with Abstracts Accepted for Higher Degrees by the Universities of Great Britain and Ireland and the Council for National Academic AwardsVoices of MexicoCivil SocietyElements D’analyse Des Systèmes Productifs Dans Le Bassin MéditerranéenEgypt’s Long RevolutionThis Convention is SovereignPolitics of the Modern Arab WorldContextualized Old Testament Scholarship in AfricaFeminist StudiesThe Western Journal of Black StudiesYale French StudiesA Modern Economic History of Africa: The nineteenth centuryIslam and the Modern AgeGoals for Social Integration and Realities of Social Exclusion in the Republic of YemenJoint Sittings of Both Houses of ParliamentDias and RiedwegThe Egyptian PredicamentAgrarian Institutions in TransitionEgypt’s OthersDada SurrealismUnesco SourcesMadness, Disability and Social ExclusionRace and EthnicitySensibilities of the Islamic MediterraneanThe millions of Egyptians who returned to the heart of Cairo and Egypt’s other major cities for 18 days until the eventual toppling of the Mubarak regime were orderly without an organisation, inspired without a leader, and single-minded without one guiding political ideology. This book examines the decade long of protest movements which created the context for the January 2011 mass uprising. It tells the story of Egypt’s long revolutionary process by exploring its genealogy in the decade before 25 January 2011and tracing its development in the three years that have followed. The book analyses new forms of political mobilisation that arose in response to ever-increasing grievances against authoritarian politics, deteriorating living conditions for the majority of Egyptians as a consequence of neo-liberal policies and the machinery of crony capitalism, and an almost total abandoning by the state of its responsibilities to society at large. It argues that the increasing societal pressures from different quarters such as labour groups, pro-democracy movements and ordinary citizens during this period culminated in an intensifying culture of protest and activism that was vital in the lead up to the dramatic overthrow of Mubarak. It, also, argues that the features of these new forms of activism and political mobilisation have contributed to shaping the political process since the downfall of Mubarak. Based on research undertaken since 2002, Egypt’s Long Revolution is an essential resource for scholars and researchers with an interest in social movements, comparative politics and Middle East Politics in general.Contains primary source material.Covers the Arab world, from Morocco to the borders of Iran, with the focus primarily on the 20th Century. By choosing a wide array of authors, many of whom are from the region or from the non-Anglophone world, the full breadth of worldwide scholarship on the modern Arab world is on display.These essays describe with unusual immediacy the unfolding obstacles to peace between Egypt and Israel, with a central focus on the Palestine issue. In one especially powerful chapter, the writings of an Arab woman from Nazareth eloquently testify to the difficulties of life for the Palestinians under Israeli rule. Other chapters treat Israeli policies in the West Bank and Gaza, the impact of Israeli politics on the peace issue, and the Palestinians’ response to the occupation.Throughout, the focus is on issues in the Canadian experience, past and present - from the expulsion of the Acadians and the execution of Louis Riel to Quebec nationalism, the wartime internment of Japanese-Canadians, First Nations land claims, and the discrimination faced by visible minorities."--BOOK JACKET.A unique work that brings together a number of specialist disciplines, such as archaeology, anthropology, disability studies and psychiatry to create a new perspective on social and physical exclusion from society. A range of evidence throws light on such things as the causes and consequences of social exclusion stigma, marginality and dangerousness. It is an important text that breaks down traditional academic disciplinary boundaries and brings a much needed comparative approach to the subject.What does it mean to be marginalized? Is it a passive condition that the disadvantaged simply have to endure? Or is it a manufactured label, reproduced and by its nature transitory? In the wake of the new uprising in Egypt, this insightful collection explores issues of power, politics and inequality in Egypt and the Middle East. It argues that the notion of marginality tends to mask the true power relations that perpetuate poverty and exclusion. It is these dynamic processes of political and economic transformation that need explanation. The book provides a revealing analysis of key areas of Egyptian political economy, such as labour, urbanization and the creation of slums, disability,
refugees, street children, and agrarian livelihoods, reaching the impactful conclusion that marginalization does not mean total exclusion. What is marginalized can be called upon to play a dynamic part in the future -- as is the case with the revolution that toppled President Mubarak. "Winner of the Noma Award for Publishing in Africa 1994. The jury cited the book as "an ambitious, skilfully written, and exhaustively researched synthesis of African economic history in the 19th century." The citation goes on to say that "the book is an exercise in convincing challenge to hitherto accepted orthodoxies, terminologies, and interpretations, outstanding, pioneering work, destined to become highly influential, and providing such a wealth of information and details as to elevate the study of African economic history to a new pedestal."" News, commentary, and documents on current events in Mexico and Latin America. CSA Sociological Abstracts abstracts and indexes the international literature in sociology and related disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences. The database provides abstracts of journal articles and citations to book reviews drawn from over 1,800+ serials publications, and also provides abstracts of books, book chapters, dissertations, and conference papers. This volume introduces readers to a method of reading and interpreting the Bible in the black church. Stephen Breck Reid focuses on black identity and how Scripture provides the vehicle for investigation of that identity. He also explores the way black religious tradition informs the interpretation of Scripture. From the mountains of Lebanon to the shores of Turkey and North Africa, the Islamic Mediterranean has always been a dynamic cultural hub, where the stories and passions of East and West collide. In a sweeping survey spanning the first Arabic edition of the "Thousand and One Nights" to the novels of the 20th century, Robin Ostle pours through centuries of books, art and architecture to reveal what they tell us about the changing relationship between individual and society in this distinctive culture. In pre-modern literature, individuality was expressed through a series of comic subversions which, through their resolution, ultimately strengthened the social status quo. The great 19th century travelogues represented a more transgressive exploration of the boundaries of the self. This theme was continued in the cultural forms of the 20th century, with their emphasis on self-expression and emotional liberation, something increasingly defined in opposition to the state. "Sensibilities of the Islamic Mediterranean" unravels the emotions, ideas and power relationships which make up the cultural fabric of this fascinating region. Explores the relationship between poverty reduction, local administration, and empowerment in Egypt. This is volume 8 of BRILL'S NEW PAULY, the encyclopaedia devoted to Greco-Roman antiquity. Publishes solicited manuscripts on French literary and cultural studies. 4.1 The Press This study argues that Islamic women's activism cannot be adequately understood in terms of liberal feminist discourse. Rather, it proposes an approach that relies on these women's perspectives as a guiding factor in assessing the impact of their activism. Agriculture is at the centre of Egypt's economy, society and politics. This book explores the impact of market liberalisation policies which fundamentally reversed the gains obtained by tenant farmers under Nasserist reforms.